The redistribution matrix for resonance scattering of arbitrarily polarized light, described by a vector of Stokes parameters, is derived assuming that the ground state is isotropic (i.e., assuming negligible optical pumping). When specified in the atomic rest frame, the redistribution matrix is found to be composed of several terms with individually separate frequency and angular dependence. The laboratory frame (velocity averaged) redistribution matrix exhibits an analogous structure, but the angular and frequency dependences are intermingled. We consider two possibilities for treating the angular dependence in practical applications, namely, an expansion in a series of Legendre polynomials, and an azimuthal expansion. Finally, the concept of azimuthally averaged redistribution matrix is examined, and explicit expressions for resonance lines are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, it has been amply demonstrated that partial frequency redistribution plays an important role in the formation of the spectral lines, in particular strong resonance lines (for a review, see Mihalas 1978 or Hubeny 1985 . Consequently, one may also expect important effects of partial redistribution in transfer of polarized radiation. t t . However, the theory of transfer of polarized light allowing for departures from complete frequency redistribution is still lar trom being satisfactory. Several papers were devoted to the examination of an archetype problem, namely the study of resonance line polarization in the absence of magnetic fields (Dumont et al. 1977; Rees and Saliba 1982; Saliba 1985; Faurobert 1987) . It is customary to represent polarized radiation by a vector of Stokes parameters (/, Q, U, V), following the formalism developed by Chandrasekhar (1960) . Consequently, resonance scattering of polarized radiation is conveniently described by a 4 x 4 redistribution matrix, which generalizes the notion of the ordinary (scalar) redistribution function (Hummer 1962) . n* • -c Redistribution matrices used so far in the literature suffer from two basic uncertainties, namely, (1) effects of collisions, it considered at all, are considered by means of a classical, intuitive model by Zanstra (1941) ; and (2) most studies (an exception is a recent study by Faurobert 1987 ) assume a separation of the angular and frequency dependence of the redistribution matrix; frequency dependence being described by an appropriate angle averaged scalar redistribution function, and the angular dependence by the well-known phase matrix for Rayleigh scattering (Hamilton 1947 ; Chandrasekhar 1960) . 0 •, , " It is the aim of the present paper to clarify these questions. Starting with the very important work of Omont, Smith, and Cooper (1972 1973-hereafter OSC I and II, respectively) , we derive a redistribution matrix for scattering of arbitrarily polarized light by a spatially degenerate atom undergoing collisions. The present paper thus represents a simple extension of the previous work by Ballagh and Cooper (1977) , who used the same physical model, but restricted themselves to some specific assumptions about polarization of the incident and scattered light. Consequently, our formalism has the same physical limitations as the aforementioned studies. In particular, the results are only valid in the framework of the impact and isolated line approximations Next, it is assumed that the initial state (usually the ground state) is isotropic (i.e., nonpolarized; all the m^-states have equal populations). In other words, it is assumed that there is no optical pumping in the lower state. Moreover, stimulated emission is neglected. Lamb and ter Haar (1971 ) and Landi DeglTnnocenti (1983 ,1984 presented sophisticated formalisms where multilevel phenomena and optical pumping are considered, but redistribution effects are neglected. Recently, Streater, Cooper, and Rees (1988) presented a formalism which treats both optical pumping and redistribution.
... . . , .
• , • We shall show that the general redistribution matrix in the atom's rest frame is given by a sum of several terms, each ol which is given by a product of two factors, one containing only the angular correlation, and the other containing the frequency correlation. Branching ratios between the individual terms are given through the atomic multipolar relaxation rates, quite analogously to OaC 1 and II and Ballagh and Cooper (1977) . f , , However this partial separation of the angular and frequency dependence does no longer hold for the laboratory frame (velocityaveraged) redistribution matrix. Therefore, we consider two ways to simplify the treatment of angular dependence m practical applications The first possibility is to employ an expansion of the redistribution matrix in a series of Legendre polynomials. Although this approach is elegant algebraically, it does not seem to be very advantageous numerically. The second possibility, 
The functions/contain all the frequency dependence, while the functions M contain all the polarization dependence Due to the neverthi 11 * 0 e n f^ °. f the . P roce ss, the result does not depend explicitly on the directions k i and k 2 the angular dependence is nevertheless contained implicitly in the function M in view of the orthogonality of vectors *, and s (i =12) 
(8)
Here, we adopt the same notation as OSC, namely, i, e, and/refer to the initial, intermediate, and final atomic states, respectively; y ab ~ 'i ab > + i(r a + r fc ) ;
,h ' Further,,, istheriS"«^^ element of the dipole operator, and />(/,) is the population density of level/ We shall call F (J> the Jth multipole frequency redistribution function, and m (J, the Jth multipole phase function (or matrix). In order to express the above results in terms of the Stokes parameters, it is advantageous to introduce the photon density matrix. Let « be the direction of the radiation beam, and let e x , e y , e z = n form an orthogonal right-handed system of basis vectors. It is advantageous to introduce an equivalent basis of cyclic vectors e±i= T^(e x + ie y ), e 0 = e z = n.
An arbitrary vector v is expressed by means of its cyclic components as » = ^ e q , where v q = (-1)«» • e q ; the scalar product being defined as (see Messiah 1966) »***' = ^(-l) 4 r 4 w_,.
The photon density matrix can be expressed in the cyclic basis as P= E »><^»1 a,ß= ± 1 (15) (16) where | e^, n), a = ±1, represent the two basis states of circular polarization of a plane wave. The cyclic tensor components are simply reTated to the Stokes parameters /, Q, U, V used in radiative transfer theory,
This definition is in agreement with that of Chandrasekhar (1960) and Hovenier and van der Mee (1983) but is slightly different from the definition of Shurcliff (1962) and Landi DeglTnnocenti (1983) , where Q and U have opposite sign. The reason is that Chandrasekhar defines Q = Ii~ I r , ¡i and I r being the intensities of linearly polarized radiation along two perpendicular directions / and r, where r, /, n (direction of propagation) form, in this order, a right-handed Cartesian system, while Landi Degl Innocenti defines'(see his Table 1 ) ß = /" -I h , where now a, b, n form a right-handed system. The case of U is quite analogous.
Equation (1) has now to be replaced by the relation between the density matrix p(l) of the incident light and p(2) of the scattered light
where C is a constant.
, , o n • r i u As pointed out in OSCII, the redistribution matrix is still given by equation (11) if we make the following formal substitutions *2 **(2), s 2 -e/2), 8i -mv(1), £Î -►4(1), (
i.e.,
Q and F is given by equation (11), having now the meaning of a matrix.
III. PHASE MATRIX ELEMENTS
In this section we derive explicit expressions for the elements of the phase matrix. The basic point is to express the components of the polarization vectors in equation (20) in a fixed reference system, say n 1 = [^(1)], the basis of cyclic vectors related to the incident ^Generally, a transformation of cyclic vector components from a reference system n 1 to a system n is described by the well-known Wigner rotation matrix (Messiah 1966; Edmonds 1960) , namely,
where <t>, 6, and y are the Euler angles of the spherical rotation which transforms the reference system n 1 into n. Let us recall the following properties of the Wigner rotation matrices : DUWy) = e-^dUWe-™',
and the multipole expansion formula
Now, let g denote the spherical rotation that transforms the reference system n 1 of the incident beam into that of the scattered lem? = DUg-1 )=(-ir^-^). Further, recognizing that e* = (-lfe. x , we find le:(2)y" = (-iyDl q+x (g).
The components of the vectors e x ( 1) are simply expressed as
Using equations (9), (26c), and (26d), we write P%ieAl)ep(m = (-l) 1+i <lla' -ß'\J -ß> and similarly, using equations (26a) and (26b) and the multipole expansion (24),
<Ä|.r4^r'c°-^ + the £ <abqq' \ cyXabqq' | c'y') = ô cc , ô yy ., qq' we obtain by means of equations (20), (27), and (28) 
SñdmrkhÍr^OMheítt rnf? 18 °f b°th T fT n \Tn t0 be Parallel and P er Pendicular to the scattering plane (Chandrasekhar 1960) , then the rotation g is simply described by the Euler angles {n/l, d, -n/2), where 6 is the scattering angle.
DUg) = (-i)
mn dU0) = Pl(cos e), where P l mn are the generalized spherical functions (Gel'fand and Shapiro 1963) . Finally, since we describe the radiation by the vector of Stokes parameters :
we express matrices m U) in the corresponding representation. We thus get, after some algebra 
In analogy with equations (38), we introduce a matrix p y describing the circular polarization parameter V, which changes independently of the other Stokes parameters, m^ = ip y .
IV. atom's frame redistribution matrix Substituting equations (35)- (38) into equation (11), we obtain for the general redistribution matrix 
has been employed, which can be easily verified from the adding theorem for products of three 6j symbols (Messiah 1966, eq. [C.35e] ), if we take into account also that in our case Aj = j e -ji is an integer number. In the same approximation, functions and are given by
where
denotes the Lorentzian profile. Further, we denote r"(cuiC02) = ^(oe^cOi -co 2 ),
rnifaco,) = ,
according to the widely accepted notation introduced by Hummer (1962) . Substituting equations (42)- (48) 
Equation (49) is the main result of this section. It represents a direct generalization of results of Ballagh and Cooper (1977) for an arbitrary polarization and has thus an analogous physical interpretation. Specifically, a represents the probability that reemission of radiation occurs before an atom undergoes any type of collision; scattering is thus coherent. ß i0) represents the probability that reemission occurs after an elastic collision, but before an inelastic quenching collision occurs, and /?
(2) the probability that reemission occurs after an elastic collision which does not destroy alignment (i.e., the K = 2 multipole). In both latter cases, the elastic collision destroys a correlation between frequencies of the absorbed and reemitted photons; scattering is thus described by complete redistribution in the atom's frame. Further, (1 -W 2 ) measures the effect of intrinsic depolarization, which occurs even in the absence of collisions, and which depends only on angular momenta of the atomic levels involved; W 2 = Í (i.e., no intrinsic depolarization) for an s-p-s transition.
The first line of equation (49) thus describes scattering without destruction of alignment. The angular redistribution is consequently given by the Rayleigh phase matrix, while the frequency redistribution is given partly by a coherent term (emission before a collision-the first term) and partly by the complete redistribution term (emission after an elastic collision that changes the phase of the oscillating atomic dipole, but not the alignment-the second term). Note that both terms are multiplied by W 29 the probability that the intrinsic depolarization does not occur. The second line of equation (49) contains quite analogous two terms multiplied by (1 _ w 2 ) instead of W 29 and with the isotropic phase matrix instead of Rayleigh phase matrix, which describe the same processes as above, but with intrinsic depolarization. The remaining term on the second line describes the reemission after a collision that changes alignment. The last line has an analogous meaning, but for circular polarization.
We emphasize that the atom's frame redistribution matrix obtained here differs from that proposed intuitively by Zanstra (1941), and employed recently by several authors (Saliba 1985 and references therein), basically by the term describing complete frequency redistribution due to collisions without depolarization. Also, our formalism is able to treat redistribution in the Stokes parameters U and V.
V. LABORATORY FRAME REDISTRIBUTION MATRIX Assuming that (1) the velocity distribution of atoms in the initial state is Maxwellian and (2) the atomic velocity is unchanged during the scattering process, the redistribution matrix in the laboratory frame is given by 
is the normalized Maxwell distribution, u = v/v ih is the atomic velocity in units of the thermal velocity v th = (2kT/M) 1/2 ; T and M being the temperature and the atomic mass, respectively, w is the Doppler width, w = cu 0 tW c > where co 0 is the line transition frequency.
In view of equation (11), the laboratory frame redistribution matrix is given by
J=o where is the velocity-averaged Jth multipole redistribution function. It should be stressed that although F (J) is independent of the scattering angle 0, the velocity-averaged (laboratory frame) frequency redistribution functions F (J) depend on 0. In contrast to the atomic rest frame redistribution matrix, equation (11), the simple structure of separate frequency and angular dependences is no longer preserved in the laboratory frame redistribution matrix, equation (54 
Note that Fÿ' is analogous to the usual angle averaged redistribution function considered, for example, by Hummer (1962) .
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Recalling that P,(cos 6) = D l 00 (g), and using equations (20) and (24), we obtain the multipole expansion formula "0 2 L + J F ar Jco i co 2 ,e)= I I I (P L mW^F\ j \^1oj 2 ) , L -0
Taking into account that the Wigner rotation matrices are related to generalized sphencal functions P mn (cos 6) through equation (33), we note that equation (57) 
(60) L = 0 where n = I a -01 sign a, m = I a' -0' | sign a'. Explicit formulae for the expansion coefficients are given in the Appendix.
As described in the papers of Siewert (1981) or Hovenier and van der Mee (1983) , the expansion of the scattering matrix in generalized spherical functions, equation (60), can be employed to perform a complete separation of angular variables and further re< For 1 radiative e tranrfeHnTlab^media, the polarization states are usually related to the local directions e n ^perpendicular and parallel to the meridional plane (Chandrasekhar 1960) . Then, the rotation g transfonning the reference system n = { e M -n j ot the incident beam into that of the scattered beam can be performed by means of the following sequence of elementary rotations.
where g k denotes the rotation about the actual axis k. Here, the axis z 2 is the polar axis, to which are referred the P°l ar^ 0' and the azimuthal angles <0 and <0'. According to the addition theorem for the Wigner rotation matrices (e.g., Messiah 1966), we obtain Dl-ni'-ßid) = I s= -I (61) s--I with n = cos 0, g' = cos 0'. Equation (61) can be applied to separate the angular variables in the redistribution matrix equation (57) ^Kshoukl Stressed here that, in contrast to the atom's rest frame, one is generally faced with an infinite senes expansion of the redistribution matrix in the laboratory frame due to the expansion given by equation (55) for the angular b laboratory frame redistribution functions F <J) . In practice, however, the expansions equation (55) or equation (60) should be truncated somewhere, so that we would have to compute only a small number of functions f!'-These functl0 f " ay by the method of direct integration of equation (56), as described in the context of ordinary redistribution functions by Heinzel and H FoTpurpo 3 ses of illustration, we have calculated F\ J) for various / with F (J) = F <0) given by equation (42) for the case of no collisions at all ie for the function R n in the usual astrophysical notation (Hummer 1962) . The functions F, exhibit a comple dependence on frequency, particularly for higher values of 1, as demonstrated by Figure 1 . This makes ,t difficult to construct an accurate and economical frequency quadrature for the finite representation of the integrals over frequency in radiative transfer calculations as has already been pointed out by Milkey, Shine, and Mihalas (1975) in the context of ordinary redistribution functions. Also, as shown by Figure 2 , the approximation of F (J Ha h oj 2 , 0) by truncated Legendre sums with only a few terms ret Thereforef although ?he representations in equation (57) or (61) seem to be very elegant, they are likely not very suitable for practical numerical applications.
b) Azimuthal Expansion
Instead of performing a complete separation of the angular and frequency variables, it appears to be very advantageous to employ an expansion into an azimuthal series Generally the expansion (62H64) has much better numerical properties than the Legendre expansion (55H56). To illustrate that, we have calculated for various m, again with F (J) = F< 0) = R" (see Fig. 3 ). Functions F^ are sufficiently smooth and, importantly have a tendency to decrease with increasing m. Consequently, the approximation of F u \a>i(o 2 , 9) by truncated azimuthal expansion (62) converges very quickly. Figure 4 demonstrates that already the first five terms in expansion (62) give excellent agreement with the exact function. c) Azimuthally Averaged Redistribution Matrix However, the greatest advantage of the azimuthal expansion consists in its usefulness to treat the case of azimuthally independent radiation field (Stenflo 1976) . In this case the problem is fully described by the azimuthally averaged redistribution matrix defined by " f2n
where A = ó -é', and the relation between 9 and ß, ß', A is given by equation (63). Moreover, in a plane-parallel atmosphere with no incident radiation, U =V = 0 and / and Q suffice to characterize the radiation field, and a 2 x 2 redistribution matrix suffices to describe scattering. , ? .u f . In order to write down explicit expressions, we must first transform the phase matrices p is , p R , and p v from the reference system connected with the scattering plane to a fixed polar reference system. This is a standard procedure, described in detail by Chandrasekhar (1960) . We have ''l 0 Pis = Pi = 0 0 p R (p, p', A) = P 0 (p, p') + Pi(p, p') cos A + P 2 (p, p') cos 2A + similar terms with sin A and sin 2A , 
We note that the phase matrices are written in the (/, Q) representation. Many authors use, following Chandrasekhar (1960) , another representation (I h / r ), where / = 7 Z + / r , Q = / z -I r . Transformation to this representation is quite straightforward. The azimuthally averaged laboratory frame redistribution matrix, corresponding to the atom's frame redistribution matrix for resonance lines, equation (49), is then given by
We see that the problem of partial redistribution of polarized radiation in resonance lines, in atmospheres with azimuthal symmetry, is completely described by the six redistribution functions m = 0, 1, 2, which represent the mth order term in the azimuthal expansion of R n and R ul . They are defined, quite analogously to equation (64) An alternative representation has recently been employed by Faurobert (1987) . She considers the collisionless case (redistribution function R n only), yet the idea can be used quite generally. We define
R^co^; nn') = ^-i R(co 1 m 2 , 0) 7 (1 + cos 2 6)dA , 
Now, we can find the expansion coefficients/^ appearing in equation (60). However, rather than to use these coefficients, d would be advantageous to work with certain combinations of them, which, according to Siewert (1981), or Hovemer and van der (1983) , are relevant for performing a real-valued decomposition of the transfer equation. We obtain / i .=/So+/S-o = t[n 0, + i^-lKF Note that the ß L are expansion coefficients for the Legendre series of the scalar scattering function for unpolarized incident radiation and summation over polarization of the scattered light, and cos 0 = ißjßo is the mean cosine of the scattering angle for given frequencies of incident and scattered photons.
